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ACOUSTICS OF ROO:'lI in which the tones used in the decay·time analyscs were rerorded 
were shown by the uuthor and hi s colleagues to ha\"e a negligible effecl on the irregularities 
present in the dccay curve8 of different partial tones of the sume nole. To ohtain thc. e 
curves the decay times for the first und 8econd partials of the G aho\"e middle C were record· 
ed in three diffcrent rooms: u normally re\"erherant studio (broken bu,ck cUrL'es), a ,·ery 
re\"erberant room (solid bUlck curves) and an anechoie chamber (solid colored CUrL·es). 

are not usually cons.idered in trinsie 
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operties of a vibrating string. There is 

impact noise of the hammer as it 
strikes the string, the mechanical noise 
of the damping pedals, the efFeet of the 
damper on the end of a tone, and the 
noise level of all the other strings, which 
are free to vibrate sympathetically when 
they are not dampcd. In early tests it 
became quite evident that our juries 
were using these factors as clues to dis· 
tinguish the real tones from the syn· 
thetie ones. 

aI'he impact noise of the hammer is 
• as noticeable in the lowel' register 
as it is in the upper. For the high 
strings the impact noise is almost as 
loud as the tone itself. A similar noise 
had to be superposed on the synthetie 
tones before· they could be en·ectively 
used in our tests. Preference tests were 
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sumably to indicate that as mueh ham
mer noise as possible should be intro
duced into the passage. 

The mechanical action of the pedals 
or dampers also makes a noise that has 
become part of the piano's tone. ~lore
over, there is a distinctive efFect evident 
when the feit on the dampers is brought 
into contact with the string: the tone is 
not cut off cleanly but rather sounds as 
though it is being swallowed. The prob. 
lems invol\'ed in trying to duplicate 
these "side efFect" sounds can be elimi
nated by using piano tones that are pro
duced by striking a key and allo\\"ing 
the sound to decay naturally by holding 
the key down. In this way all the other 
strings remain damped. The pedals are 
not used and only the damper of the 
struck string is disengaged by the action 
of the 
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